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Ta x Administration Jamaica c rafted their Strategic Business Plan for 2015/2016 to
2017/2018 (along w ith the tabular/summary Strategic Plan and High-Level
Operational Plan) which gave direction to the National Compliance Plan. This
Na tional Compliance Plan outlines at the highest l evel the compliance approach to
be a dopted in our effort to improve compliance w ith tax laws. It serves a s a focus
a rea for programmes development in devising compliance improvement plans for
the Operational Areas -Large Taxpayer Office, Revenue Service C entres (RSCs)
a nd large, medium a nd small Tax Offices. This then cascades throughout the
relevant a reas when developing respective FY2015-16 w ork plans.
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Commissioner General’s Message
This National Compliance Plan (NCP) is fundamental to the
operations of Tax Administration Jamaica (TAJ) as it
outlines, at the highest level in line with our strategic
direction, the compliance approaches we will be using
during Fiscal Year 2015/16 and beyond in ensuring
projected taxation revenue is collected for the Governme nt
and People of Jamaica.
The NCP forms a critical part of the Operations of TAJ. It
sets the direction, as approved by the TAJ Board for our
compliance activities in the efficient administration of the
tax system, focusing on improving voluntary complia nce
and reducing the costs of compliance in the key complia nce
risk areas of registration, filing, payment and correct
reporting.
The NCP has been developed as a key element of a fresh
approach in Jamaica’s tax administration as we move to a new governance structure as a SemiAutonomous Revenue Agency (SARA). We are currently transitioning our staff and are using new
concepts of operations in the management of our workloads. The NCP serves as a focal point for
programmes development in formulating the operational plans for our Large, Medium and Small
Tax Offices, Revenue Service Centres (RSC’s) and Large Taxpayer Office (LTO).
The strengthening of TAJ’s compliance strategies is an important component of the NCP. TAJ’s
Tax Compliance Model is one such component and is built on three pillars: Service, Education
and Enforcement. These pillars form the backbone of the NCP and are important to the overall
framework of compliance risk management. These pillars are defined as:
Service:
to make compliance activities simple, easily accessible and of high quality,
thus improving compliance and reducing the administrative cost of
compliance;
Education:

to assist stakeholders in understanding their tax obligations and rights to ensure
compliance with tax laws,

Enforcement: to detect and deter potential non-compliance and ensuring that sanctions are
proportional to the offence.
In transitioning to SARA, we are changing the way we do business and in implementing our
refreshed compliance approach we will be looking for opportunities to work more closely with
intermediaries (i.e. accountants, bookkeepers/tax return preparers and external auditors),
employers and representatives of professional organisations as they have an important role in

helping ensure taxpayers comply with their obligations under the tax system. As such there needs
to be ongoing communication and good relationships between these stakeholders and TAJ as we
continue exploring opportunities to build on existing relationships.
In externally publishing our compliance plan we seek to inform taxpayers and their representatives
of existing taxation compliance challenges and TAJ’s refreshed approach at addressing these
challenges. As Tax Administration Jamaica works towards realising its vision to become a World
Class Tax Administration, let us continue to ‘work together’ to improve taxation compliance in
the interests of the nation’s development.

Ainsley Powell
Commissioner General

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Tax Administration Jamaica crafted its Strategic Business Plan for 2015/2016 to 2017/2018 (along with the
tabular/summary Strategic Plan and High-Level Operational Plan) which gave direction in the development
of the National Compliance Plan. This National Compliance Plan outlines at the highest level the
compliance approach to be adopted in TAJs effort to improve compliance with tax laws. It serves as a focus
area for programmes development in devising compliance improvement plans cascaded throughout relevant
TAJ operational areas when developing respective work plans for FY2015-16.

(See schema of plans diagram above)
This plan outlines the “WHY, WHAT and HOW” TAJ is to deliver on its mandate as it seeks to improve
voluntary compliance & reduce the tax compliance gap. The plan starts off by explaining TAJ’s compliance
approach and risk treatment strategies, it then evaluates last year’s performance in order to provide insights
into compliance challenges that need to be addressed, and finally it outlines the compliance focus areas for
FY 2015/16. Supporting enablers, an implementation timeline, new performance indicators and appendices
are also provided.
The most important part of the plan is the chapter on “Compliance Focus Areas for FY2015/16” as this is
where we provide direction and guidance on the compliance programmes to be implemented. In providing
guidance on the key compliance risk areas of registration, filing, payment and correct reporting we have
used a consistent format within the plan to discuss existing strategies, proposed strategies, expected
activities and expected outcomes. The intention is that programmes and operational plans will now be
developed based on this direction and guidance.
Importantly the plan outlines strategies that are to be addressed over the coming years and as such does not
provide detailed work plans and detailed outputs for FY2015/16 (e.g. numbers of audits and numbers of

non-registered taxpayers to be brought into the tax system are not in the NCP). This detail will be included
in the programmes plans and operational plans that are developed based on the direction and guidance
contained in the National Compliance Plan. So it follows that not every strategy outlined in the NCP will
be fully implemented in FY2015-16.
In analysing taxpayers we segment and categorise them on a two tier basis: (1) size via income/sales
turnover, and (2) level of compliance risk. Compliance risks arise where there is a failure to register;
failure to file on time; failure to pay on time and failure to report
accurately. Information reported by taxpayers on tax returns and from
third parties such as financial institutions, regulatory agencies and trading
businesses taxpayers deal with are analysed and areas of potential noncompliance are identified by information matching and forensic data
mining. This, coupled with collaboration with other Government
agencies (e.g. Jamaica Customs Agency, Ministry of Labour, Passport,
Immigration and Citizenship Agency) is geared at gathering adequate taxpayer information that will give
an almost complete picture of each taxpayers financial dealings thus allowing TAJ to detect nonregistration, non-filing, undeclared income and gains, fraudulent tax deductions, and fraudulent credit and
refund claims.
Resulting treatment strategies/activities are then developed to mitigate the various risks identified. These
take the form of Programmes development along the lines of compliance risks and taxpayer segmentation.
Additionally, significant inroads to improve compliance will be accomplished through the introduction of
the new Revenue Administration Information System (RAiS). The new system will provide compliance
managers and staff with automated processes to help manage workloads, issue system generated reminder
letters, allow staff to track case actions including phone calls, referrals for personal visits and prosecution
action, automate the calculation of non and late filing penalties and facilitate accurate management
reporting against performance benchmarks.
Treatment strategies to improve registration compliance will see TAJ putting in place activities aimed at
taxpayers currently operating outside the tax net being registered. We’ll take a close look at businesses with
bank loans which is an indicator they are operating, smaller retailers selling imported merchandise operating
on a cash basis, builders, professional businesses, tourism services and foreign workers.
Efforts in improving filing compliance will include looking for opportunities to increase the number of
taxpayers using our e-filing capability, strengthening the requirements to be met when issuing tax
compliance certificates, identifying inactive but still trading taxpayers to ensure there are consequences for
not filing correct returns and other information on time, and cleansing our filing database of taxpayers no
longer required to file returns.
Making significant inroads into improving payment compliance will be achieved by implementing the
new Revenue Administration Information System (RAiS) and making better use of our enhanced
information matching and data mining capability to help identify sources of funding that can be accessed
via the recently strengthened collection provisions to clear tax arrears via liens, garnishee action and other
withholding at source arrangements.

Significant inroads into improving correct reporting compliance will be achieved by continuing to
improve audit effectiveness through training, improved procedures, enhanced profiling and case selection
techniques and using the strengthened access and penalties legislative provisions.
These programmes will be heavily supported by a mix of education and assistance backed up by appropriate
enforcement and prosecution action. Taxpayer Service and Education Programmes will focus on improving
external communications including web and paper communication products, enhancing service delivery
and rolling-out improvements to TAJ’s education and awareness programme. Seminars and workshops
aimed at educating taxpayers in the basics of different taxes including GCT, Income Tax, Payroll deductions
and Minimum Business Tax as well as revenue measures will be key components in educating our taxpayers
as we move forward.

OUR COMPLIANCE APPROACH
Compliance Model
In an effort to improve compliance with
taxation laws, Tax Administration
Jamaica, has over the past 7 years been
progressively improving
on the
compliance model it first introduced in
20081 .
This model helps in
understanding the factors that influence
compliance behaviour and the attitudes
of different groups of taxpayers and
their advisers to compliance. Based on
that
understanding
we
apply
differentiated strategies to address risks
to the fair operation of Jamaica’s tax
system.
Since 2008 while some success has been achieved in increasing net revenue collections and improving tax
compliance we see that collections have approximated only 95% of revenue targets over the last five years.
While there is still much to be done in improving tax compliance in Jamaica what is clear is that without
implementing these compliance improvements over recent years current revenue collections would be a lot
less than they are today. In addition, in transitioning to a customer centric and risk oriented organization
and changing the way we do business to better serve taxpayers and satisfy our stakeholders, we have
strengthened our compliance approach to include SEMCAR’s Enterprise Risk Management framework and
the OECDs compliance and risk management guidance notes.

Risk Management
We take a risk management approach to compliance and are increasing our efforts to differentiate our
engagement with large, medium and small taxpayers based on our view of their relative likelihood of noncompliance and the consequences of any potential non-compliance. This not only enables us to allocate our
compliance resources in the most efficient and effective way – in areas of higher risk and consequence –
but it also reduces the community’s overall compliance costs. For example, if you are in a lower risk
category, our help and support services assist you to comply and the lower intensity of our compliance
activities reduces compliance costs.
In applying our risk differentiation compliance framework we categorize each taxpayer’s tax risks as being
high, medium or low relative to other similar taxpayers. We do this so we can determine the intensity of
our compliance responses in a coherent, consistent and considered way. Through using an integrated

1

In 2008 TAJ adopted the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) Compliance Model in use at that time. See Appendix 1 for an overview of the TAJ Compliance Model
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compliance risk management approach coupled with taxpayer segmentation and refreshing the “know your
taxpayers” initiative2 TAJ has begun to see changes in the behaviour of taxpayers in both targeted and year
to date comparative compliance rates. TAJ recognizes that voluntary compliance is being strengthened
through this new concept, and to ensure ongoing improvement in voluntary compliance TAJ has now put
in motion a modified strategic direction which promises to build on these recent successes.

Risk Differentiation Compliance Framework
TAJ’s risk differentiation compliance framework helps in understanding the factors influencing taxpayer
behaviour and how this will differ across taxpayer groups and tax types. Based on this understanding we
have designed strategies encompassing our risk approach to the varying taxpayer behaviour. Compliance
strategies developed for the upcoming final two years of the three year compliance programme we started
in FY2014-15 will include a graduated response in keeping with compliance behaviour.
The approach taken is to address the underlying drivers
of compliant behaviour by applying appropriate remedies
for the enforcement of taxes with the aim of graduating
those who “don’t want to comply” to a state of “willing
to do the right thing”, while making it easier for those
who comply.
For those taxpayers who decide not to comply we aim to
take more intensive action using the full force of the law,
including investigations and audits, issuing final notices,
imposing penalties and taking legal action such as
summons, liens and garnishee.
Our main tool for detecting non-compliance is analysing and matching information reported to us by
taxpayers and third parties such as financial institutions and regulatory agencies. We are currently
expanding our information matching capabilities and recent legislative changes are enabling us to access
information from additional sources to compare against taxation records thereby helping to ensure the
correct amount of taxable income is disclosed in tax returns.
Our compliance approach is embedded in the basis on which we assess risk (see Appendix 3) and the
treatment strategies applied to that risk. While there are many risks to ensuring the correct amount of tax is
collected under the revenue laws TAJ has identified the four key risks which go the core of our mandate to
collect taxation revenue for the Government and people of Jamaica. These four key risks are registration,
filing, payment and correct reporting and our risk treatment strategies are designed to address these core
risks.

2 See Appendix 2 for an overview of TAJ’s “Know Your Taxpayers” initiative
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Risk Treatment Strategies
The following risk treatment strategies will inform TAJ’s planned compliance activities for FY2015-16 and
beyond. While we don’t expect to fully implement all these strategies in FY2015-16 we anticipate making
good progress. These risk treatment strategies together with the compliance strategies outlined in Appendix
4 will be incorporated into our programmes and operational work plans over the coming years as we
endeavour to improve administration of the tax system.
























Reducing the costs of compliance by making the tax system as simple as possible for taxpayers to
comply with thereby encouraging voluntary compliance
Ensuring taxpayers understand their rights and obligations
Ensuring taxpayers are correctly registered
Ensuring taxpayers file correct returns and other information (e.g. income estimates and PAYE
summaries) on time
Ensuring taxpayers pay current taxes when due and make arrangements to clear all tax arrears
Improving tax compliance in the informal/cash economy
Checking the accuracy of claims for tax credits and GCT refunds
Checking the accuracy of credit GCT returns caused by Customs imposing an additional 5% advance
GCT payment on imports – this is a timing issue which artificially inflates Customs revenue while
increasing TAJ risks associated with credit refunds
Checking the accuracy of tax returns and other information through a variety of in-office and external
compliance initiatives, including desk audit, field audit and investigations
Examining why a large number of local companies and self-employed taxpayers are continually
showing losses on income tax returns over consecutive years and taking appropriate compliance action
where needed, such as establishing how the owners of these businesses are surviving money wise, as
we would expect many of these operators to cease operating if these ongoing losses are real – we need
to establish if businesses are not disclosing all income and/or deducting private expenditure against
business income to incorrectly lower taxable income
Improving the transparency of exchange of information for tax purposes
Fixing the current problem with objections processing by improving handling arrangements aimed at
reducing the time taken to finalize objections and ensuring consistency in objections processing
Addressing the underlying reasons why so many objections are lodged by improving audit processes
and management oversight, significantly reducing or eliminating entirely compliance practices that
seemingly encourage objections to be lodged and enforcing existing collection laws so that amounts
not in dispute are paid when due
Writing-off unrecoverable old tax debts (via the one-off Government policy approved in 2014) and
thereby clearing the way for collection action to recover more recent tax arrears and put in place
measures to ensure tax debts don’t escalate again
Once the one-off write-off process is finalized put in place arrangements to facilitate the writing-off of
unrecoverable debts on a case by case basis consistent with recent legislative changes
Implementing the 2nd phase of e-filing and e-payment
Continuing to develop our 3rd party information matching and forensic data mining capabilities to better
identify tax non-compliance, evasion and fraud with particular emphasis on unrecorded and unreported
cash transactions
Continuing efforts to measure and reduce the tax compliance gap across all tax types
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Increasing the use of prosecution action in the Courts to address non compliance
Commencing to make use of the enhanced legislative provisions passed in 2014 which provide for
higher penalties for non-compliance, improved access for TAJ auditors to taxpayer information and
alternate collection avenues such as liens and garnishee orders
Implementing strategies to ensure new legislative provisions, such as changes to tax incentives, the
introduction of Employment Tax Credits and changes to the Minimum Business Tax are operating as
intended
Enhance compliance initiatives in collecting property taxes
Continuing to strengthen the Large Taxpayer Office (LTO) by adding additional auditors to increase
audit coverage and up-skilling auditors so they can be more effective
Modernizing LTO audit techniques and case selection approaches to address high risk areas, such as
the under reporting of income, over claiming of tax deductions and tax credits, and international tax
issues involving transfer pricing and asset base erosion
Extending the new approach to tax office operational arrangements and audit so successfully pioneered
by LTO to other areas of the office, in particular the Micro-Small-Medium Enterprise operational areas
in our Revenue Service Centres and Tax Offices
Enhancing the “Know Your Taxpayer” initiative
Working collaboratively with the Jamaica Customs Agency (JCA) and other revenue agencies in the
region, in undertaking joint compliance enforcement activities and in information sharing
Working collaboratively with intermediaries in the administration of the tax system
Designing and implementing targeted responses for specific compliance risks (e.g. working with
promoters of concerts/festivals/parties to ensure tax laws are complied with for local and international
events)

Information Matching and Forensic Data Mining
The main tool used by tax administrations worldwide for detecting non-compliance is analyzing and
matching information reported by taxpayers on tax returns with information provided by third parties such
as financial institutions, regulatory agencies and trading businesses taxpayers deal with.
TAJ already has a well-developed information matching capability and recent legislative changes are now
enabling us to access even more information from additional sources to enhance our ability to compare
external data with taxation records. The ultimate aim is to gather adequate taxpayer information to make an
almost complete picture of each taxpayer’s financial dealings, allowing us to detect non-registration and
non-filing, undeclared income and gains, fraudulent tax deductions, and fraudulent credit and refund claims.
We are working collaboratively with the Jamaica Customs Agency in matching imports data with tax
records which is helping us ensure compliance with income tax and consumption tax laws. TAJ will also
seek to partner with Ministry of Labour and the Passport, Immigration and Citizenship Agency (PICA) to
develop an information technology interface that will capture information regarding work permits to ensure
compliance with tax laws in regards of employment status of contract and non-contract employees.
A key challenge for TAJ is to develop automated processes to help us risk assess matched data and to
implement new treatment strategies in our compliance checking areas such as automated query letters, desk
audits, information visits, record keeping reviews and help and assistance outreach initiatives all supported
by an effective enforcement, investigations and prosecution capability.
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International experience in countries with advanced taxation systems shows that voluntary compliance is
improved significantly when taxpayers realize that there is sophisticated behind the scenes information
matching against taxation records and there is a strong chance of non-compliant behaviour being detected.
Our approach is consistent with our desire to reduce the costs of compliance as we only intend querying
taxpayers if there is good reason to suspect non-compliance.
The new Revenue Administration Information System (RAiS) being rolled out over the next two years will
assist TAJ in putting in place processes to help staff follow up on cases identified through our enhanced
information matching and forensic data mining capability. We are also looking to make use of commercially
available data matching software to assist our compliance efforts.

Measuring the Tax Compliance Gap
The difference between potential tax revenue under existing revenue laws and actual net collections
represents compliance gaps and shows the degree of taxpayer non-compliance. Measuring the overall tax
compliance gap and then breaking it down into tax types and sectors helps tax and customs administrations
worldwide monitor tax compliance.
In FY2014/15 the Ministry of Finance and Planning requested assistance from the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) to provide technical assistance in helping Jamaica develop the capability to measure the tax
compliance gap starting with the General Consumption Tax (GCT) compliance gap.
GCT tax gap analysis by the IMF’s Revenue Administration – Gap Analysis Program (RA-GAP) was
undertaken during FY2014/15 and a report detailing the analysis findings and methodology used will be
published on the TAJ and IMF websites once finalized. We are now at the stage of understanding more
about the existing GCT compliance gap, how to measure it and what treatment strategies we need to put in
place to reduce this gap. By using a consistent methodology in measuring the compliance gap over time,
say every two years, we will have an objective and verifiable methodology to better assess the success of
our various compliance strategies and tax reform initiatives outlined in this compliance plan.
TAJ is taking the lead in developing a GCT tax compliance gap analysis capability and during FY2015/16
intends to expand this analysis methodology to other tax types. Measuring the tax gap compliments our
other risk treatment strategies such as information matching and will help us devise strategies aimed at
improving voluntary compliance and reducing the costs of compliance.

The Role of Intermediaries in helping to ensure Tax Compliance
Intermediaries, such as accountants, bookkeepers/tax return preparers and external auditors have an
important role in ensuring taxpayers comply with their obligations under the tax system. As such there
needs to be ongoing communication and good relationships between the intermediaries and TAJ. For its
part TAJ needs to ensure as best it can that intermediaries are fully informed as to the operation of the law
and have available to them appropriate guidance material and communication products. For the
intermediaries part they are expected to participate in the efficient operation of the tax system by doing
their best to ensure taxpayers remain compliant with the tax laws.
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In moving to a Semi-Autonomous Revenue Agency (SARA), which embodies a culture of professionalism,
fairness, collaboration and mutual respect, TAJ in implementing its compliance approach in FY2015/16
and beyond will be looking for opportunities to work more closely with intermediaries in the efficient
administration of the tax system focusing on improving voluntary compliance and reducing the costs of
compliance.
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EVALUATING OUR FY2014/15 PERFORMANCE
Evaluating prior year performance provides insights into how taxpayers across the various income levels
and tax types are meeting their registration, filing, payment and correct reporting obligations and in addition
helps us identify short comings and opportunities for improvements in our organizational arrangements,
business processes and risk treatment strategies.
TAJ is in a state of transition from a functional organization to a new Semi-Autonomous Revenue Agency
(SARA) and during FY2014/15 there was considerable emphasis within TAJ on planning and preparation
for this transition. In addition, during the year TAJ benefited from significant assistance from global
partners in commencing the process of reforming and upgrading our tax administration processes and
computer systems.
As a consequence, TAJ during FY2014/15 needed to devote considerable time, effort and staff resources
onto these new initiatives which are the building blocks for a more efficient and effective tax system. The
net effect of this was an inability by TAJ to meet the challenging revenue collection target and other key
performance indicators over the course of the year. In the midst of all the change occurring at TAJ the net
expected revenue to be collected for the year (excluding new compliance initiatives to close the gap for Q4)
was in the order of 11.3% higher than the previous year and 17% higher than the expected average over the
past 5 years. So, despite all the change occurring at TAJ net revenue is increasing just not at the anticipated
expected rate.

FY2014/15 Revenue Performance
Revenue collections outturn for
FY2014/15 was 95.1% of projections
and 6% increase over last year.
Improved collections came from
PAYE, GART, Education tax and
Stamp Duty. PAYE and Education
tax benefitted from the new policy
directive of direct payment to TAJ of
government deductions from the
Accountant General instead of from
MDAs. Stamp Duty benefited from
extraordinary inflows for the sale of
some high value properties.

Table 1: Comparative Actual Collections

CIT
IIT
PAYE
GCT
SCT
ED TAX
GART
STCT
Total Major Revenue
Other Revenue
Total Revenue
% FY Change

Comparative Actual Collections (in billions of S)
FY10/11 FY11/12 FY12/13 FY13/14 FY14/15
33.4
29.0
35.8
35.2
35.9
4.0
3.8
4.0
4.2
4.3
51.6
60.2
60.9
62.8
67.8
46.4
47.9
50.9
61.3
64.0
8.7
9.2
12.5
12.3
10.1
13.1
15.0
15.0
18.1
19.6
0.6
1.7
2.0
3.8
6.5
6.7
157.0
165.1
183.5
202.1
210.3
26.6
25.8
28.7
25.7
30.8
183.7
190.9
212.2
227.7
241.2
4%
11%
7%
6%

Revenue shortfall especially for GCT and Company Income Tax has been attributed to increased GCT
refund payment in Quarter 1 (comparative with last year) and lower than expected or nil returns being filed
amongst some of the larger taxpayers.
Property tax collections was almost on target with $7.4b collected of a targeted $7.5b missing the target by
0.4%. This is a 27.5% increase over last year’s collections.
CIT collections for FY2014/15 were impacted by the fiscal incentives legislation.
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FY2014/15 Cost of Collections Ratio
The cost of collections ratio is calculated by comparing recurrent TAJ expenditure to net revenue
collections. The FY2014/15 cost of collections ratio was 2.5% which is within the targeted range and
consistent with previous years. The expectation is that once the reforms are implemented TAJ will become
more efficient and effective which will result in this ratio coming down.

FY2014/15 Compliance Performance - Registration
A target of registering 5,000 new taxpayers was set for the fiscal year FY2014/15. The target was surpassed
as 9,675 new taxpayers were registered. Of this amount 1,405 were identified through direct compliance
action. This was achieved through the implementation of Programmes around: Third Party Legislation,
Flat Tax and mandatory efiling.
Table 2: Active taxpayer population
Tax Type
CIT
IIT
PAYE
GCT
SCT
EdTax*
GART
STCT

FY11-12

FY12-13

19,285
77,963
36,876
15,843
40
121,066
-

17,991
68,197
39,124
14,805
31
128,078
416
6

FY13-14
18,687
80,511
32,802
15,746
34
119,040
514
4

FY14-15
(end Dec)
19,891
82,339
33,791
16,030
32
122,416
541
4

*Ed Tax includes Payroll and personal deductions

FY2014/15 Compliance Performance - Filing and Payment
TAJ compliance model development is now at a stage of implementation that compliance data is analysed
in keeping with its segmentation strategy.
While the on-time filing and payment compliance levels for the top 2% of taxpayers (i.e. LTO taxpayers)
are much higher and are getting closer to acceptable levels for FY14/15 over FY13/14; the remaining 98%
comprising MSME and individual taxpayers show a more moderate improvement (See table 3). As a result
the current MSME and individual taxpayer strategies will have to be strengthened to effectively or
consistently improve on-time filing and payment compliance levels and a change in approach is needed for
FY2015/16 and beyond.
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Table 3: Comparative ontime filing and payment rates by segment
Filing
Payment
Tax Band
Large

Upper
Medium

Lower
Medium

Small

Micro

Tax Type
CIT
EdTa x
PAYE
IIT
CIT
EdTa x
PAYE

FY14-15
88%
48%
60%
67%
83%
51%
63%

FY13-14
67%
42%
58%
100%
58%
52%
64%

IIT
CIT

29%
72%

20%
52%

EdTa x
PAYE
IIT
CIT
EdTa x
PAYE
IIT
CIT

44%
55%
59%
55%
38%
49%
62%
30%

50%
60%
40%
35%
43%
50%
48%
18%

EdTa x
PAYE

6%
13%

10%
14%

Tax Band
Large

Upper
Medium

Lower
Medium

Small

Micro

Tax Type
CIT
EdTa x
PAYE
IIT
CIT
EdTa x
PAYE

FY14-15
88%
58%
58%
100%
86%
65%
65%

FY13-14
68%
56%
57%
100%
65%
62%
61%

IIT
CIT

71%
76%

40%
59%

EdTa x
PAYE
IIT
CIT
EdTa x
PAYE
IIT
CIT

56%
57%
76%
57%
46%
48%
69%
30%

57%
57%
49%
41%
47%
48%
56%
19%

EdTa x
PAYE

7%
13%

11%
14%

IIT
25%
19%
IIT
28%
19%
N.B. FY14/15 GCT data not available at time of publication. Though there is still room for improvement with the GCT ontime
filing and payment rates, as at December 2014 GCT ontime compliance levels were considerably higher than for all other tax
types.

Total tax arrears collected ($27.7b) in FY14/15 was 31% over amounts collected in FY13/14. Of this
amount 64% ($17.6b) represents arrears incurred during the said FY whereas $10.1b of collections
represented arrears incurred in prior years. During this past year a significant amount of uncollectible tax
arrears for the years FY2009-10 and earlier have been written-off to clear the books and make focusing on
the more recent debts less of a challenge for both TAJ and taxpayers. Accordingly, a significant increase in
tax arrears collections is expected to be achieved in FY2015/16 and beyond once the anticipated new
compliance approaches and computer systems outlined in this compliance plan are introduced.
For arrears management, in keeping with the international benchmark as provided by the Inter-American
Development Bank (IDB) the ultimate target is for arrears arising and remaining unpaid at the end of a
given year to be approximately 1.7% of net revenue collected for that same year. For FY 2013/14, the ratio
of new arrears to net revenue collected was approximately 4.9%, inclusive of charges and amounts owed
by government. By use of the arrears write-off policy and improved management of arrears, this ratio is
expected to gradually reduce over time. This ratio is further broken down based on taxpayer segment.
Table 4:

LTO
MS ME

FY13/14
Baseline
2%

Target
FY14/15
1.7%

Target
FY15/16
1.7%

20%

15%

12%
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FY2014-15 Compliance Performance – Correct Reporting
For the tax system to function as intended it is essential that information provided to TAJ is as correct as
possible and that it is then subjected to internal checking and external audit scrutiny to verify compliance
as per our risk differentiation compliance framework. Correct reporting refers to the complete and accurate
filing of tax information such as annual income tax returns and schedules, monthly GCT returns, monthly
and annual PAYE employer withholding summaries, dividend and interest withholding summaries, and
information required for our information matching program.
Under our self-assessment system of taxation, information provided to TAJ is usually accepted as filed and
is risk assessed for subsequent follow-up checking and audit scrutiny. However, as there is currently no
automated in-office cross checking process in place (e.g. desk audits) to systematically verify information
in tax returns and given the low numbers of taxpayers subjected to field audit much of the information
received by TAJ is accepted as received.

Large Taxpayer Office (LTO) Audit Results
Table 5a: LTO Audit Results

During FY2014/15 it was necessary to divert
LTO audit resources from integrated and single
issue audits to undertaking 80 information
visits to ensure large taxpayers understood the
new fiscal incentives tax changes introduced
on January 1, 2014. These advisory visits by
LTO audit staff were necessary to ensure
taxpayers were fully aware of the new fiscal
incentives changes and could make informed
decisions on whether to elect into the new
fiscal incentives regime before lodging their
FY2014 income tax returns.

Audit Results
Large Taxpayer Office (LTO)
Number of LTO Taxpayers Audited
Actual
Planned
FY2013/14 FY2014/15 FY2015/16
Corporate LTO Taxpayers
Single Issue Audits
Integrated (Full) Audits
Fiscal Incentives Changes - Information Audits
Sub-total
Individual LTO Taxpayers
Single Issue Audits
Integrated (Full) Audits
Sub-total

Total

Table 5b: LTO $ value of assessments raised
Audit Adjustments raised following LTO Taxpayer Audits (J$b)
Actual
FY2013/14
FY2014/15
Corporate LTO Taxpayers
Single Issue Audits
Integrated (Full) Audits
Sub-total

0.92
7.17
8.09

5.21
1.28
6.49

Sub-total

0.08
0.01
0.09

0.11
0.01
0.12

Total

8.18

6.61

Individual LTO Taxpayers
Single Issue Audits
Integrated (Full) Audits

34
21

120
12

55

53
13
80
146

27
1
28

31
1
32

20
2
22

83

178

154

132

While the amount of audit adjustments raised each
year fluctuates depending on the types and magnitude
of non-compliance detected the FY2014/15 LTO
audit adjustment results reveal a significant increase
in non-compliance detected from single issue (ie
specific issue) audits. This is due to our increased
emphasis on risk profiling and our audit concentration
on areas where non-compliance is suspected to be at
its highest.

Due to the recruitment of around 50 new LTO auditors and our ongoing emphasis in developing an
advanced audit capability and improved audit processes (including new risk profiling and case selection
approaches) we expect in FY2015/16 to significantly increase the number of specific issue LTO audits
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undertaken. This increased focus on single issue audits rather than full integrated audits will increase audit
coverage levels, is consistent with our risk based compliance approach, and will reduce the length of audits
and the costs of compliance by subjecting less LTO taxpayers to lengthy audit processes. This new
approach means that we may re-audit some taxpayers on separate issues in the same fiscal year depending
on our risk assessments.

MSME and Individual (ie Non-LTO) Audit Results
FY2014-15 audit results for the Non-LTO Micro, Small Medium Enterprise (MSME) and Individual sectors
were not available at the time of publishing this plan. These audit results will be included in the TAJ
Performance Report for Quarter 1 of FY2015/16.

FY2014/15 Compliance Performance – Objections Handling
Due to the excessive number of unresolved objections on hand, TAJ made a concerted effort during
FY2014/15 to reduce this backlog. The strategy used was to divert auditors to resolving objections. While
this helped increase the number of objections finalized, it had the effect of reducing the number of audits
completed.
Table 6b

Table 6a

Objection Results

Objection Inventory @ Dec 2014
Opening Inventory
Objection Received
Objection transferred

1,733

980

@ Dec
FY14/15
801

$ Assessment

$4,202.1m

$2,286.2m

$1,799.2m

$ change

$3,081.2m

$1,114.9m

$921.6m

$ final Assessment

$1,120.8m

$1,171.3m

$972.8m

Hit rate

27%

41%

49%

Discharge rate

73%

59%

51%

FY12/13

2,371
974
64

Objection Settled

801

Closing Inventory

2,544

# files

FY13/14

During the year the International Finance Corporation (IFC), a division of the World Bank undertook a
review of Appeals and Objections processes and recommended improvements in the way TAJ handles
objections. TAJ has undertaken to address these shortcomings during FY2015/16.
In addition to addressing the inconsistencies and delays in current objection handling processes TAJ intends
during FY2015/16 to address the reasons why so many objections are lodged in the first place. It seems in
excess of 90% of completed audit adjustments are objected to, even though most have gone through an endof-audit settlement process where discrepancies and adjustments are agreed. The practice of issuing best
judgment estimated assessments when taxpayers fail to file a return also results in an inevitable objection
in the majority of cases. It also appears from anecdotal evidence that many taxpayers simply object to delay
the payment process (often delaying payment by 18 months).
It is expected that by improving audit processes and management oversight, and by enforcing existing
collection laws so that amounts not in dispute are paid when due this trend of taxpayers nearly always
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objecting can be reversed. In essence, this goes to the culture of taxpayers not complying with tax laws as
a matter of habit and is an area where TAJ is looking to influence behavioural change, particularly by
working more collaboratively with intermediaries and improving communication approaches and products.

FY2014/15 Compliance Performance – Informal/Cash Economy
Tax non-compliance amongst the informal/cash economy (sometimes called the underground economy)
remains a significant problem in Jamaica. While TAJ’s compliance focus during FY2014/15 concentrated
on improvements in the large taxpayer formal sector (as these taxpayers pay over 60% of tax revenue) there
was also considerable efforts expended in tackling compliance issues in the informal/cash economy. These
efforts will be intensified in FY2015/16 and beyond focusing on the informal, unreported and cash
transactions that go unreported in all sectors of the taxpayer population, while concentrated at the small
business end.
During FY2014/15 tax office staff conducted numerous outreach education initiatives to encourage tax
compliance for those operating outside the tax system. Our “know your taxpayer initiatives” and our
information matching efforts also aim to identify cash based businesses unregistered or under reporting.
We are modernizing our administrative systems and forms as well as encouraging better record keeping
and the widespread use of electronic commerce to make it easier for cash based businesses to become tax
compliant. Our risk management strategies are geared to devoting our scarce resources to the high risk areas
such as importers of retail merchandise operating cash based businesses. Other high risk areas include cash
based trades and professional people not correctly accounting for employment taxes, consumption taxes
and ultimately income taxes.
During FY 2015/16 we will be ramping up efforts in tackling non-compliance in the informal/cash economy
sector by focusing on the source of goods and services used in this sector. We are working more closely
with Customs in order to track imports to the cash based businesses and thereby ascertain true income
levels. We are also making the tax system simpler to administer and more difficult to avoid which will help
our efforts in reducing non-compliance in the informal/cash economy.
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COMPLIANCE FOCUS AREAS FY2015/16
The compliance focus areas for FY2015/16 which will guide TAJ in ensuring current revenue collection
levels from compliant taxpayers are maintained while ensuring there is an overall improvement in taxpayer
compliance are outlined below. These focus areas are consistent with TAJ’s strategic objectives of
improving voluntary compliance and modernizing tax administration.
These focus areas will inform:

Strategic Services Division (Planning Unit) when devising the FY2015-16 performance indicators
that will assist governance, reporting and management arrangements;


Strategic Services Division (Programmes Unit) when devising FY2015-16 business-as-usual plans
and compliance improvement plans for the Operational areas;



Large Taxpayer Office when developing their FY2015-16 operational business plans from the plans
provided by Programmes Unit;



Revenue Service Centres (RSCs) and large, medium and small Tax Offices when developing their
FY2015-16 operational business plans from the plans provided by Programmes Unit;



Legal Support and Management Services Divisions when devising their FY2015-16 business plans;
and



Modernization Program Office (MPO) when progressing approved projects under its mandate.

Revenue Measures for FY2015/16
In an effort to close the primary surplus budget gap the Government of Jamaica has proposed a J$10.35B
revenue measures tax package for FY2015/16. For TAJ, implementing this tax package is a priority and
will involve:
1.

creating the legal framework to give effect to the measures which will see TAJ technical staff
clarifying the policy intent, preparing technical bulletins to guide the legal amendments, liaising with
the Office of the Parliamentary Counsel (OPC) during legislation drafting and providing guidance
to stakeholders who will be impacted;

2.

reviewing existing tax forms to ensure they cater for the new revenue measures and where necessary
creating new forms;

3.

modifying existing TAJ business processes and computer systems to enable the efficient
administration of these tax code changes; and

4.

communicating and sensitizing stakeholders before the tax changes are implemented.

The “know your taxpayers” initiative will help TAJ identify the taxpayers impacted by each revenue
measure and our compliance approach will enable us to understand their behaviour patterns and any other
impacting variables, determine the level of compliance risk and apply appropriate risk treatment strategies.
Strategies/actions will then be implemented, monitored, evaluated and reported on. As some of these
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revenue measures involve taxpayers who are subject to existing compliance strategies the main activity will
be in tightening up the monitoring process.
Table 7 outlines the proposed revenue measures, expected revenue to be generated and effective change
dates. Technical bulletins and operating procedures are being prepared to provide more details on how
these new measures will be administered.
Table 7: Proposed Revenue Measures FY15/16
Proposed Revenue Measures
Amendment to the taxation regime for Life Insurance
Companies
Increase in the SCT on Cigarettes ($10.50 to $12)
Increase in specific SCT rates on petrol (E10 87, E10
90, diesel and ultra-low sulphur diesel by $7.00 per
litre
Replacement of the 1.0% petroleum cess to a specific
SCT of $2 per litre
Increase in the general personal income tax (PIT)
threshold to $592,800
Re-introduction of GCT on electricity for residential
customers (with an increased threshold of 350kWh) at
the standard rate
Rationalization of the environmental levy –
introduction of the 0.5% on domestic sales (excluding
the services sector)
Rationalization of outdated fees – trade and business
licence
Rationalization of outdated fees – Excise Unit
Reduction of import duties (CET) on Horses from
40% duty to 5% duty
Full implementation of the elimination of zero-rating
under the GCT for government purchases (with the
exception of public schools and the Jamaica Defence
Force)
Withholding tax on specified services (at a rate of
3%)

Total

J$ Billion
Revenue neutral
0.488
6.412

Effective date
Year of assessment
2015
13th March 2015
18th March 2015

1.824

18th March 2015

(0.644)

1st January 2016

0.807

1st April 2015

0.962

1st April 2015

0.500

1st April 2015

Compliance Measures
(0.001)

1st April 2015

Compliance Measures

Compliance Measures

1st May 2015

$10.348

Registration
Existing registration compliance risks and administration strategies
TAJ estimates that over 50% of the potential taxpayer base, mainly at the lower income informal/cash
economy level is not actively registered for taxation purposes. Due to the recent strengthening of the LTO,
registration non-compliance of large taxpayers is considered low risk. Identifying persons and businesses
operating outside the tax system in an efficient manner has always been a challenge. Our main tool for
detecting registration non-compliance is analysing and matching information reported to us by taxpayers
and third parties such as financial institutions and regulatory agencies. With the passing of amendments to
the Revenue Administration Act (RAA) in 2014, TAJ is now empowered to request of any person or
business, information that can be effectively used to identify non-compliant persons.
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Proposed Treatment Strategies
During FY2015/16 TAJ intends to significantly enhance its third party information matching and data
mining capability by harnessing and risk appraising external data gathered from a variety of additional
sectors including financial, tourism, distributive, utilities, motor vehicle sales and health insurance. We are
also looking to make better use of data already reported as well as gaining access to key business-tobusiness data by making minor adjustments to the format of information we already get as we are mindful
that any new requests for data from 3rd parties has the potential to increase taxpayer costs of compliance
and we seek to keep these costs to a minimum.
As a result of this expected significant increase in our information matching and forensic data mining
capability we expect to see a steady stream of potential non-registrants being identified during FY2015-16
that will need subsequent following up action by TAJ staff. We plan to use a combination of taxpayer
education, taxpayer assistance and compliance enforcement initiatives to address the significant nonregistration problem and we’ll need to devise and implement innovative solutions such as desk checking,
field checks, record keeping reviews, information visits, improved communication products (both paper
and web), enhanced outreach programs, partnering with external organizations and when needed,
enforcement, investigation and prosecution action.
We will also look to better collaborate with other Government agencies (e.g. Customs and Immigration) to
follow-up on importers and others who appear to be operating businesses or be in employment while being
incorrectly or non-registered for tax purposes.
In supporting our compliance improvement efforts and being consistent with our compliance approach and
our desire to reduce the costs of compliance we will during FY2015-16 be looking for opportunities to
simplify the registration requirements in the tax system thereby possibly simplifying or removing the
requirement for registration by some taxpayers.

Expected Activities
During FY2015/16 we plan to:
 complement our enhanced information matching capability and put in place a variety of solutions
focusing on ensuring those taxpayers currently operating outside the tax system move to being
registration compliant; and

based on our risk management compliance approach take a close look at non-registration
compliance of businesses with bank loans which is an indicator they are operating, smaller retailers
selling imported merchandise operating on a cash basis, builders, professional businesses, tourism
services providers and foreign workers.

Expected Outcomes
By year end we expect to better understand the level of registration non-compliance, which is consistent
with our “know your taxpayer” initiative, and we plan to have made significant inroads into reducing the
problem which we will continue to focus on during FY2016/17. See Performance Indicators on page 27
and Appendix 5 for specific registration outcomes for FY2015/16.
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TAJ compliance activities in FY2015-16 are expected to result in a significant increase in registration
compliance due to:

a significant increase in non-registered taxpayers being identified by TAJ’s data matching and
forensic data mining capability;

a desk checking capability being developed and implemented in RSCs and Tax Offices to action
potential non-compliance cases identified by the data matching program and other compliance
activities;

efforts to reduce non-compliance in the informal/cash economy;

enhanced taxpayer assistance initiatives including outreach programs, engagement with
intermediaries, improved communications products (web and paper based) and sensitizing taxpayers
about their tax obligations and the consequences of non-compliance; and

improvements in TAJ business processes and IT systems (including updating the taxpayer database)
due to RAiS implementation leading to improved efficiency and effectiveness.

Filing
Existing filing compliance risks and administration strategies
Around 50% of registered taxpayers do not file tax returns and other information, such as quarterly income
tax estimates by business taxpayers and the self-employed, on-time or close to time. Timely filing rates for
GCT monthly returns are considerable better than this but still well below what they should be. Due to the
recent strengthening of LTO which involves the close monitoring by LTO customer service officers, large
taxpayers are now mainly compliant with their filing obligations. If large taxpayers don’t file on time they
can expect a timely intervention reminder. However, once you get into the MSME taxpayer population
filing non-compliance increases significantly with middle to lower income taxpayers the main offenders.
The lack of effective computer support to assist TAJ compliance staff manage filing non-compliance hasn’t
helped, nor has the lack of an effective penalty regime or enforcement and prosecution capability. Late
filing reminder letters and final notices are issued but are not systematically followed up. Press and web
communications are regularly issued but seem to have little impact on increasing filing rates. Additionally,
the lack of penalty and interest sanctions for non-compliance with the income tax quarterly instalment
system hasn’t helped either. Also, practices such as taxpayers lodging “nil” returns to stop the filing clock
only to lodge a correct return many months later if at all plus issuing best judgment assessments to nonfilers only to then receive an objection don’t help either. As a result there is virtually no consequence for
taxpayers below the top 5% for not filing on time or close to time.
Currently we have introduced an e-filing option to make it easier for taxpayers to file tax returns and for
employers to file annual employment summaries and while we have had a successful uptake we feel that
this initiative is mainly making things easier for compliant or near-compliant taxpayers. In other words, efiling is probably only having marginal impact on habitual non-compliers and we need to do more to roll
this option out to late and non-filers by making e-filing mandatory for certain classes of at risk taxpayers
and tax types. Mandatory e-filing has been implemented for General Consumption Tax (GCT) monthly
returns for larger taxpayers with some success so we know this can work.
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Another initiative that does work to a certain degree is the requirement for a tax compliance certificate for
tendering for government jobs and applicants for specific licences (Customs Broker, Quarrying). While this
encourages affected taxpayers to lodge tax returns in order to obtain a compliance certificate the certificate
itself only attests that you have lodged and paid, not that you have lodged and paid a correct return on-time
and are thereby complying fully with your taxation obligations. But at least it is something and certainly an
area that we might be able to tighten up.

Proposed Treatment Strategies
During FY2015/16 TAJ intends to make significant inroads into improving on-time filing compliance with
the introduction of the new Revenue Administration Information System (RAiS). The new system will
provide compliance managers and staff with automated processes to help manage workloads, issue system
generated reminder letters, allow staff to track case actions including phone calls, referrals for personal
visits and prosecution action, automate the calculation of non and late filing penalties and facilitate accurate
management reporting against performance benchmarks.
Our filing compliance risked base approach will be a mix of education and assistance backed up by
appropriate enforcement and prosecution action. Efforts during FY2015/16 in improving filing compliance
will include looking for opportunities to:


increase the number of taxpayers using our e-filing capability;



firm up legislative filing requirements;



strengthen the requirements to be met when issuing tax compliance certificates;



identify inactive but still trading taxpayers to ensure there are consequences for not filing correct
returns and other information on time; and



cleansing our filing database of taxpayers no longer required to file returns.

Expected Activities
During FY2015/16 we plan to:

to put in place a variety of solutions using a mix of help, education and compliance enforcement
focusing on ensuring those taxpayers currently not filing correct returns on time move to being
filing compliant;


make good use of the RAiS computer system to identify and manage non-filers;



extend mandatory e-filing to at risk taxpayers and tax types;



firm up legislative requirements with lodging quarterly income estimates;



examine the rules around the issuing of tax compliance certificates to see if they can be
strengthened to act as a better deterrent to non-compliant tax behaviour



put a stop to the existing practice of accepting nil returns and loss returns from taxpayers who we
think are still trading profitably just so they can stop the lodgement and payment clocks;



Significantly reduce the practice of issuing best judgment assessments just because a taxpayer
refuses to file - instead of issuing best judgment assessments we will take appropriate compliance
enforcement action to effect lodgement which will be more effective in the long run as we will
hopefully avoid subsequent objections; and
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based on our risk management compliance approach take a close look at:
- taxpayers filing returns showing variable amounts each month/quarter for no apparent reason,
- quarterly income tax estimates,
- habitual late filers and taxpayers filing incomplete returns with the intention to reject such
returns.

Expected Outcomes
By year end we expect to better understand the level of filing non-compliance, which is consistent with our
“know your taxpayer” initiative, and we plan to have made significant inroads into reducing the problem
which we will continue to focus on during FY2016/17. See Performance Indicators on page 27 and
Appendix 5 for specific filing outcomes for FY2015/16.
TAJ compliance activities in FY2015/16 are expected to result in a significant increase in filing
compliance due to:

improved management of compliance activities from newly automated processes;

strengthening of legislative filing requirements;

better understand taxpayer behaviour and application of appropriate treatment strategies;

extending mandatory e-filing to at risk taxpayers and tax types; and

taxpayers understanding that there are consequences for poor filing compliance, including severe
penalties and failing to obtain tax compliance certificates.

Payment
Existing payment compliance risks and administration strategies
It seems to us that the prevailing attitude in some sections of the Jamaican taxpayer population to not paying
tax on time, and quite often not paying at all, is very much entrenched. This attitude is most likely the result
of an extended period of little to no enforcement of the payment rules, seeing other taxpayers not paying
and getting away with it and the seemly regular every few years payment amnesties which serve as a
disincentive for compliance.
The lack of an effective computer system to help manage collections, very little court time to prosecute
offenders, the disincentive of having to line up at tax offices for lengthy periods to pay tax bills and a
general community sense that not paying tax on time is ok doesn’t help.
In FY2014/15 as around 50% of taxpayers didn’t file tax returns and income estimates on time (or close to
time) it follows that at least that many didn’t pay on time either. As with filing compliance the recent
strengthening of LTO which involves the close monitoring by LTO customer service officers large
taxpayers are now more compliant with their payment obligations. During this past year this same treatment
has been afforded the top 20-50 taxpayers in the SME sector but this remains a drop in the bucket compared
to the number of taxpayers involved. There have been some successes with the “know your taxpayer”
initiative in smaller offices getting taxpayers to pay on time but very little improvement elsewhere.
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The same administrative problems besetting filing compliance apply equally to payment compliance and
there would appear to be a strong correlation between not being able or willing to pay which influences the
decision to not file on time, or close to time. As with filing compliance the lack of penalty and interest
sanctions for non-compliance with the income tax quarterly instalment system hasn’t helped on-time
payment compliance either. While the expectation for those deciding not to pay taxes that they will
ultimately be rewarded by a payment amnesty down the track is a significant disincentive the major
influence to non-compliant payment behaviour is probably that there is likely to be little to no consequence
for non or late payment other than possibly a late payment penalty and/or interest charge that in many cases
just goes unpaid.
Taxpayers are now able to pay tax bills via credit cards online through the TAJ Online Portal but there has
been a slow uptake of this service. Plans are in train to provide a direct debit option for taxpayers via their
own bank’s bill pay facility thus avoiding the high costs of using credit cards but unless this is made
mandatory it will probably just make things easier for largely compliant taxpayers and do little to arrest the
widespread non or late payment culture.

Proposed Treatment Strategies
Payment treatment strategies can be segmented into three categories thus ensuring;
1.

taxpayers pay current year amounts when due;

2.

taxpayers either pay tax arrears in full or enter into payment arrangements to clear debts in a
reasonable timeframe; and

3.

irrecoverable amounts are written off in a timely fashion consistent with recent law changes and
arrears management processes are put in place to ensure the problem is not repeated several years
later. The amounts written off in the 2014 once-off arrears write off initiative will be re-raised and
collected in the later years when/if the taxpayer’s financial position improves.

During FY2015/16 TAJ intends to make significant inroads into improving payment compliance by:


implementing the new Revenue Administration Information System (RAiS). This new system once
fully implemented will provide compliance managers and staff with automated processes to help
manage workloads, issue system generated reminder letters, allow staff to track case actions
including phone calls, referrals for personal visits and prosecution action, automate the calculation
of non and late payment penalties and facilitate accurate management reporting against
performance benchmarks; and



making better use of our enhanced information matching and data mining capability to help identify
sources of funding that can be accessed via the recently strengthened collection provisions to clear
tax arrears via liens, garnishee action and other withholding at source arrangements.

Our payment compliance risked based approach will be a mix of education and assistance backed up by
appropriate enforcement and prosecution action. Efforts during FY2015-16 in improving payment
compliance will include looking for opportunities to:


be reasonable in negotiating extended payment arrangements for clearing tax arrears with those
taxpayers who are making a genuine attempt to move to being payment compliant;



increase the number of taxpayers using our e-payment capability;
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extend mandatory e-payment to at risk taxpayers and tax types;



extend automated withholding at source arrangements from third parties;



working with the banks to incorporate e-payment of tax payments by taxpayers through their own
bank’s existing bill pay systems;



make use of recent strengthening of legislation which provided stronger penalties and the collection
of taxes via liens and garnishee action;



work more closely with TAJ auditors so that payment arrangements become an integral component
of the audit adjustment settlement process;



take appropriate action against those taxpayers who close down one business without paying tax
debts only to re-open again with similar management and ownership arrangements soon thereafter;



seek more court time for prosecuting offenders;



work with Court Bailiffs to enforce warrants, seizing goods and property which can be sold off to
clear tax debts; and



take positive action to disrupt business arrangements for those taxpayers who are habitual late/non
payers, such as strengthening sanctions on those taxpayers who fail the Compliance Certification
test which will disrupt their ability to trade freely, import goods and bid for government contracts.

Expected Activities
During FY2015/16 we plan to:

to put in place a variety of solutions using a mix of help, education and compliance enforcement
focusing on ensuring those taxpayers currently not paying on time or not actively trying to clear tax
arrears move to being payment compliant;


make good use of the RAiS computer system to identify and manage non and late payers;



consistently impose late payment penalties;



significantly enhance online payment options;



extend mandatory e-payment to at risk taxpayers and tax types;



put processes in place to significantly reduce the amount of tax arrears unpaid;



extend the LTO approach which involves the close monitoring of large taxpayers by LTO customer
service officers to the SME sector;



continue the close monitoring of LTO taxpayers by LTO CRMs to ensure timely payment of tax
obligation;



step up property tax collections;



firm up legislative requirements for paying quarterly income estimates;



enforce the payment of amounts not in dispute when due and payable in cases subject to objection
or appeal; and
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based on our risk management compliance approach take a close look at:
- habitual late/non payers;
- importers who are obviously still heavily trading but not paying their tax obligations; and
- taxpayers with poor payment records and cash based businesses.

Expected Outcomes
By year end we expect to better understand the level of payment non-compliance, which is consistent with
our “know your taxpayer” initiative, and we plan to have made significant inroads into reducing the problem
which we will continue to focus on during FY2016/17. See Performance Indicators on page 27 and
Appendix 5 for specific payment outcomes for FY2015/16.
TAJ compliance activities in FY2015/16 are expected to result in a significant increase in payment
compliance due to:
 implementing of the new Revenue Administration Information System (RAiS) that will provide
compliance managers and staff with automated processes to improve management of workload and
other compliance activities;
 enhanced data mining and information matching capabilities supported by new legislation that
strengthened collection provisions; and
 focusing on current year payments being paid on time and thereby breaking the entrenched attitude
of chronic late/non-payment within sections of the Jamaican taxpayer community.

Correct Reporting
Existing correct reporting compliance risks and administration strategies
For the tax system to function as intended it is essential that information provided to TAJ is as correct as
possible and once received is subjected to internal checking and external audit scrutiny to verify compliance
as per our risk differentiation compliance framework.
Correct reporting refers to the complete and accurate filing of tax information such as annual income tax
returns and schedules, quarterly income tax estimates, monthly GCT returns, GCT refund requests, monthly
and annual PAYE employer withholding summaries, dividend and interest withholding summaries and
information provided to us under the information matching program.
Under a self-assessment system of taxation information provided to the tax office is usually accepted as
filed and is risk assessed for possible subsequent follow-up checking and audit scrutiny. However, as there
is currently no automated in-office cross checking process in place (e.g. desk audits) to systematically verify
information in tax returns and given the low numbers of taxpayers subjected to field audit scrutiny much of
the information received by TAJ is accepted as received and goes unchecked.
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Proposed Treatment Strategies
During FY2015/16 TAJ intends to make significant inroads into improving correct reporting compliance
by:


implementing the new Revenue Administration Information System (RAiS). This new system once
fully implemented will provide audit managers and staff with automated processes to help manage
audit workloads, issue system generated reminder letters, allow staff to track case actions including
phone calls, referrals for personal visits and prosecution action, automate the calculation of non and
late payment penalties, manage audit working papers and facilitate accurate management reporting
against performance benchmarks;



making better use of our enhanced information matching and forensic data mining capability to
help identify high risk cases for audit and to provide ongoing analysis, profiling, checking and
verification services throughout the course of the audit; and



continuing to improve audit effectiveness through training, improved procedures and using the
strengthened legislation provisions for accessing information and imposing penalties.

Our correct reporting compliance risked based approach will be a mix of education and assistance backed
up by appropriate enforcement, investigations and prosecution action. Efforts during FY2015/16 in
improving correct reporting will include looking for opportunities to:


better inform taxpayers, employers and third party information providers of our requirements;



improve forms and filing options to make the reporting process as simple as possible;



enhance use of our information matching and checking capabilities to verify what we receive;



making good use of the new RAiS computer system to automate and case manage in-office
checking and verification processes (desk audits), and to help improve the case auctioning and
management of field audits;



further extend the recent improvements in LTO audit approaches to the SME sector; and



continue efforts to increase audit coverage by increasing auditor numbers via recruitment,
enhancing auditor technical competence via training and mentoring by senior staff, and making
more use of audit approaches such as specific issue audits to reduce the time spent on each audit.

As LTO taxpayers account for approximately 60% of tax revenue we will continue to devote significant
resources to ensuring that what is disclosed on LTO tax returns and quarterly income tax estimates is
correct. We will do this by:


continuing to expand our LTO taxpayer assistance and LTO taxpayer audit programmes to better
target high risk areas for one-on-one interventions;



better understanding the environment LTO businesses operate in so we can be more effective in
identifying and dealing with inappropriate taxation behaviour, especially involving international
taxation issues such as transfer pricing, asset base erosion and profit shifting;



enhancing our profiling of industries and sectors to help with our risk management activities; and



increasing the information reporting on tax returns to assist our forensic analysis efforts.
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Expected Activities
During FY2015/16 we plan to:
 to put in place a variety of solutions using a mix of help, education and compliance enforcement
focusing on ensuring those taxpayers, employers and third party information providers currently not
providing correct information move to being correct reporting compliant;


make good use of the RAiS computer system to manage correct reporting;



significantly increase our information matching, profiling and forensic data mining capability to
facilitate the checking and verifying of information reported to via tax returns and other means;



make significant progress in introducing an automated in-office checking and verification process,
especially for information received on tax returns;



significantly increase audit coverage via a variety of interventions such as desk-audits, information
visits, record keeping reviews, specific issue audits and full audits;



extend the LTO audit and client relationship manager roles to the SME sector, starting with the top
end of SME; and



based on our risk management compliance approach continue our focus on LTO taxpayers, extend
this approach to large-medium taxpayers and take a close look at both low income/profit SME
businesses and cash based SME businesses with a sizeable value of imports.

Expected Outcomes
By year end we expect to better understand the level of correct reporting non-compliance, which is
consistent with our “know your taxpayer” initiative, and we plan to have made significant inroads int o
reducing the problem which we will continue to focus on during FY2016/17. See Performance Indicators
on page 27 and Appendix 5 for specific correct reporting outcomes for FY2015/16.
TAJ compliance activities in FY2015/16 are expected to result in a significant increase in correct
reporting compliance due to:
 implementing the new Revenue Administration Information System (RAiS) that will provide
compliance managers and staff with automated processes to improve management of workload and
other compliance activities;
 enhanced data mining and information matching capabilities supported by new legislation that
strengthened audit access powers; and
 improved audit capacity, particularly with LTO and the high end of the SME taxpayers.
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SUPPORTING ENABLERS
Taxpayer Service and Education Programme for FY2015/16
During FY2015-16 the Taxpayer Service and Education Programme will focus on improving external
communications including web and paper communication products, enhancing service delivery and rollingout improvements to TAJ’s education and awareness programme with a continued focus on LTO taxpayers.
This will be done in close collaboration with RSCs and Tax Offices as they implement the various treatment
strategies outlined in this compliance plan addressing the core risks of registration, filing, payment and
correct reporting.
Surveys and time and motion studies on service standards, customer satisfaction and awareness will form
part of the programme in enhancing service delivery through-out our contact points.
We will endeavour to establish Filing Centres across the island to facilitate persons using our Enterprise
Portal to do tax transactions. The filing centres will be located within specific Revenue Service Centres
where kiosks/work stations will be provided, along with trained personnel to assist taxpayers with their epayment and e-filing transactions.
Promotion of e-services, especially for high volume transactions such as Property Taxes and Traffic Ticket
payments will continue. Mandatory e-filing for the large taxpayers, GCT refund returns, at risk non-filers
(when introduced) and employers filing SO2s will be supported by one-on-one visits, Customer Care Centre
(CCC) calls, reminders through the media and distribution of tax information brochures.
Seminars and workshops aimed at educating taxpayers in the basics of different taxes including GCT,
Income Tax, Payroll deductions and Minimum Business Tax as well as revenue measures will be key
components in educating our taxpayers as we move forward. Operators of micro, small and medium
enterprises (MSMEs) as well as Tax Preparers will be targeted to ensure better quality of returns are filed
and greater awareness of their obligations and rights.
In addition, each Revenue Service Centre will host seminars and workshops based on the needs of their
locality. These will be done in the Banking Hall or in tents outside the facility or at other appropriate
locations. Collaboration with the Ministry of Industry, Investment and Commerce will also continue with
our participation in Mobile Business Clinics across the island.
Our Schools’ Tax Education Programme (STEP) will continue to focus on children at all levels in the school
system with emphasis on the primary school level bolstered through collaboration with the Ministry of
Education under the Junior Achievement Programme. The intent being to ensure inclusion of education on
taxation in the school curriculum from an early age as we seek to change the culture of the taxpaying
population.
Improvement in the quality of taxpayer enquiry services will be done through application of the Frequently
Asked Question System across Tax Offices. The incremental introduction of a new Client Relationship
Management System at the CCC will be rolled out to handle calls coming into TAJ, thereby ensuring
accurate and consistent responses are provided for similar queries.
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Implementation of the Tax Administration Reforms
The Modernization Program Office (MPO) in progressing business and systems changes as part of the tax
reform changes will need to be mindful of the compliance risk treatment strategies outlined in this plan
together with the operational plans to be prepared by Programmes Unit, RSCs and Tax Offices.
During FY2015/16 TAJ will complete the roll-out of the RAiS computer system which means by year end
we expect to start seeing improvements in work processes and compliance outcomes in the operations area
of TAJ. Much of the improvements foreshadowed in this compliance plan are linked to the successful
implementation of RAiS and it is very important that impacted staff are fully trained in its use. This RAiS
training and system roll-out will be a significant distraction to operations staff during FY2015/16 and will
need to be managed carefully to ensure revenue targets are maintained during this process.
Other reform initiatives expected to be progressed during FY2015/16 include the Enterprise Content
Management (ECM) System, the Asset and Inventory Management System (AIMS) and Client
Relationship Management (CRM) System.
Legislative changes due to new policy initiatives may also need to be implemented during the year which
will require emerging risks to be identified and risk assessed and any resultant treatment strategies will need
to be factored into operational business plans.

Transitioning to Semi-Autonomous Revenue Agency (SARA)
The TAJ Human Resources (HR) Management Team is responsible for transitioning staff from the old TAJ
structure to the new Semi-Autonomous Revenue Agency (SARA) structure. A phased implementation
approach during the 2015 calendar year and possibly extending into the 2016 calendar year will see existing
TAJ staff transitioned to new positions with new working conditions, performance expectations and pay
rates.
Once managers and supervisors are in place this transition will be organized mainly on functional lines so
that changes to HR employment conditions and working arrangements can occur at the same time as
changed work practices, risk treatment strategies and reporting arrangements are rolled out consistent with
this plan. The intention is that once staff attend SARA transition training they will return to the workplace
and operate under our new culture and way of working.
Operations staff across all RSCs and Tax Offices in functional areas like help and assistance, registration,
filing, accounts, cashiers, payments and audit will transition at the same time (apart from managers and
supervisors who will transition earlier as a management group). Transitioning by functional areas will
enable managers, supervisors and team leaders to be involved in the SARA roll-out process and work
collaboratively with the HR transition trainers to ensure their staff are aware of the changes in work
approaches contained in the risk treatment strategies in this plan. The expectation is that at the conclusion
of the SARA roll-out for a functional area (e.g. Operations Registration Team) that the risk treat strategies
contained in this plan will be addressed and reported upon. The point being that while risk treatment
strategies contained in this plan may be implemented before the SARA transition; it is a requirement that
after transition that they will be.
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The Strategic Services Programmes Unit in devising FY2015/16 business as usual and operational plans
for RSCs and Tax Offices will need to factor the SARA roll-out into their plans as will the operational areas
when they develop their own detailed lower level plans. The Strategic Services Planning Unit will need to
take account of the phased SARA roll-out as new productivity indicators will need to be developed for each
functional area post the SARA roll-out. As FY2015/16 is a transitional year the operational compliance
plans and performance indicators we start the year with may well not last the full year as we intend to update
and refresh our thinking functional area by functional area in line with the SARA roll-out as required.

Phased Implementation of FY2015/16 National Compliance Plan
TAJ will implement this plan via the following:

Step 1 FY2015/16 TAJ Compliance Plan published early in FY2015/16
The FY2015/16 TAJ Compliance Plan which outlines the compliance improvement strategies to
be implemented during the next 12 months and will be finalized and published internally and
externally at the start of the fiscal year that the plan relates to.

Step 2 Transitional plans (April – June 2015) issued by March 31, 2015
As it will take 3 months to transition to the new compliance improvement strategies and
performance indicators embedded in the FY2015/16 TAJ Compliance Plan a transition strategy
will be put in place at the start of FY2015/16 to ensure compliance work continues and
preparations are made for transitioning to the new arrangements.

Step 3: TAJ Programme Unit coordinating plans issued by May 31, 2015
TAJ Programme Unit coordinating plans for all the TAJ operational areas, based on the
compliance focus areas and risk treatment strategies spelt out in the FY2015/16 TAJ Compliance
Plan, will be finalized and issued to the TAJ operational areas by May 31, 2015 (ie LTO, Revenue
Service Centres and large, medium and small Tax Offices will receive newly formatted consistent
Programmes Unit Plans outlining what they are expected to do during FY2015/16 and how they
are to report progress against new key performance indicators).

Step 4: TAJ Operational Plans issued by June 30, 2015
TAJ operational areas will convert the TAJ Programme Unit coordinating plans into operational
plans and commence implementing and reporting against these plans by June 30, 2015 (ie LTO,
Revenue Service Centres and large, medium and small Tax Offices will prepare and commence
to implement their FY2015/16 operational plans which will be consistent with the FY2015/16
Compliance Plan and will outline the what, how and when of the work they do).
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING & REPORTING FY15/16
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
TAJ’s key performance indicators against the risk treatment strategies outlined in this compliance plan are
set out below. These key performance indicators (and other performance indicators – see Appendix 5) will
receive special monitoring attention by TAJ senior management during the course of FY2015/16 as they
provide clear indication as to the effectiveness of efforts to implement this compliance plan.
No

Key Performance Indicators

Purpose of Key Performance Indicators

Domestic Revenue Collected

Is TAJ meeting revenue targets?

KPI 1

Gross Tax Revenue

Increase in $ amount of gross tax revenue is a key indicator of the
effectiveness of the tax administration system

KPI 2

Refunds & Credits

Increase in $ amount of total of refunds and credits is a key indicator of
compliance risks

KPI 3

Net Tax Revenue

Increase in S amount of tax revenue collected after refunds and credits
excluded is a key revenue indicator

KPI 4

Net Revenue (of each tax type) as % of Net Tax
Revenue

Performance of each tax type compared to net collections are key indicators
which show the efficiency of collections

KPI 5

Net Tax Revenue collected as % of projection

Performance of net collections compared to projection is a key revenue
indicator of the tax administration system

Register

Are enough businesses registered?

% of taxpayers registered (estimated)

Shows the effectiveness of strategies to increase registration (compared to the
estimated population calculated via 3rd party business activity data) and is a
key indicator of registration compliance, especially in the informal/cash
economy

Filing

Are taxpayer filing rates improving?

KPI 7

% cy returns filed online

Increase in use of online filing is a key indicator of increased filing
compliance and reduced costs of compliance

KPI 8

% cy returns filed ontime

Increase in ontime filing is a key indicator of increased filing compliance

KPI 9

% cy CIT income estimates filed ontime

Increase in CIT ontime filing of quarterly income estimates is a key indicator
of compliance effectiveness

Payment - current year

Are taxpayer cy payment rates improving?

KPI 10

% $ value cy payments made online

Increase in cy online payments is a key indicator of the efficiency in the tax
administration system

KPI 11

% $ value cy payments made ontime

Increase in the timeliness of cy ontime payments is a key indicator of the
efficiency in the tax administration system

KPI 6
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No

Key Performance Indicators

Purpose of Key Performance Indicators

Payment - arrears

Are taxpayer prior year payment rates improving?

KPI 12

$ value of arrears cases on hand by length of
time (<3mths, 3-6mths and >6mths)

A reduction in $ value of arrears is a key indicator of the effectiveness of
compliance strategies

KPI 13

$ value arrears as % of Net Revenue

Comparing the size of arrears relative to Net Revenue is a key indicator which
can be compared to international benchmarks

Correct Returns (includes Audit)

Are taxpayer's lodging correct returns?

KPI 14

Number of audits completed by type (ie full
audits, specific issue audits, desk audits and
record keeping reviews)

Comparing audits completed by type over time is a key indicator of the
effectiveness of compliance strategies

KPI 15

$ value of audit adjustments issued by audit type
(ie full audits, specific issue audits, desk audits
and record keeping reviews)

Comparing the $ amount of audit adjustments over time is a key indicator of
the effectiveness of compliance strategies

Objections

Are TAJ compliance strategies effective in reducing objections?

KPI 16

Number of objections on hand

Comparing start and end on hand numbers indicates the success of strategies
to reduce objections

KPI 17

% of objections finalised within 3 and 6 months
of lodgement of objection

Reduced time to finalize an objection is a key indicator of efficient handling

Reporting Arrangements
Performance reporting on the compliance plan will follow the lines of the reporting process for TAJ where
monthly/quarterly/annual reports are required in a prescribed format/template (outlined in TAJ’s Strategic
Planning Manual). All performance reports are submitted to the Strategic Services Division by the 7th
working day of the following month.
It is expected that with the full implementation of the RAiS system there will be less reliance on manually
prepared performance reports which will be replaced by computer generated reports.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1 Overview of TAJ Compliance Model
TAJs Tax Compliance Model is built on three pillars: Service, Education, Enforcement.
Service: to make compliance
activities simple, easily accessible
and of high quality, thus improving
compliance and reducing the
administrative cost of compliance;
Education: to assist stakeholders in
understanding their tax obligations
and rights to ensure compliance with
tax laws,
Enforcement: to detect and deter
potential
non-compliance
and
ensuring
that
sanctions
are
proportional to the offence.
Whereas the three components are distinct, they are inter connected and complement each other.
To determine the appropriate strategy based on taxpayer behaviour, TAJ first analyses the environment in
which it operates and its taxpayers (business, industry, sociological, economic, psychological) to ensure
effective segmentation. This analysis is done within a risk framework.
Compliance Continuum
The compliance model is carried out within a compliance continuum where there is an escalation of
compliance cases through a continuum between various units starting with the Customer Care Centre
through to regular compliance officers, and ending with the Special Enforcement Team.
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Appendix 2

Overview of “know your taxpayer” initiative

The unsatisfactory levels of compliance amongst taxpayers have prompted TAJ to define and segment its
taxpayers. All functional areas of the Operations Division, and especially the Revenue Services Centres
and Tax Offices are mandated to “Know Your Taxpayer”. In the pursuit of being taxpayer centric the
primary concept being institutionalized is that of “knowing your taxpayer”. It is felt that each Tax Office
should manage taxpayers assigned to their locale where they should know:
 the taxpayers who pay at least 80% of the taxes;
 the tax inventory of the stated taxpayers;
 the tax types that contribute approximately 80% of collection;
Each TAJ compliance relationship officer assigned to respective taxpayers should provide the widest
possible services to taxpayers within their locale. This includes: provision of bulletins and other publication;
conduct advisory visits; provide guidance as to what items are subject to GCT; ensure that taxpayers fulfil
certain obligations: display GCT certificates, keep proper records, provide tax invoice and sales receipt.
The “Know Your Taxpayer” concept also extends to businesses not registered for tax purposes, but ought
to be. Strategies to identify these accordingly, the role of each functional unit is highlighted in a compliance
matrix, as businesses (within the geographical boundaries) assigned are to be developed.
Concept S ummary

WHO
•Who a re the top ta xpayers
•Who a re the directors/persons i n control
•Who i s their a ccountant

WHAT
•Wha t i ndustry/sector a re they i n
•Wha t tax-types should they be registered in
•Wha t i s their filing/payment pattern
•Wha t i s the status of their tax a ccounts
•Wha t do they need to know

HOW
•How do they usually fi le and pay
•How a re they required to file? eg >20 employees to efile S02

WHERE
•Where do they normally vi sit to do business with TAJ

WHEN
•When does their Ta x Compliance Certificate expire, i f a pplicable
•When does payment a rrangement expire, if applicable
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Appendix 3 Basis of Taxpayer Behaviour Assessment
Risk Category

Basis on which taxpayers are assessed


Taxpayer’s Attitude & Behaviour –taxpayer’s willingness to register for tax purposes, ability to
pay; gross sales; business capabilities; knowledge of tax policy, laws & regulations; operating
environment; tax avoidance/evasion activities



Impact of TAJ’s Services –ease of doing business as it relates to regulations & compliance cost;
TAJ’s standard of service (advisory visits, courtesy calls, communiqué); TAJ’s channels of service
(TRN Centre, telephone, face-to-face); processing of Tax Registration Certificates (GCT, IT, WTC,
TCC); access to tax information; dissemination of tax information
Impact of Compliance Mechanisms – enforced non-registration provisions (penalties,
forced/explicit registration, court actions); registration compliance efforts (TRN Centre, FDMU, TP
Service, Audits-form 55)

Registration




Taxpayer’s Attitude & Behaviour –taxpayer’s willingness to file tax returns on time, business
capabilities; knowledge of tax policy, laws & regulations; operating environment; tax
avoidance/evasion activities



Impact of TAJ’s Services –ease of doing business as it relates to regulations & compliance cost;
TAJ’s standard of service (advisory visits, courtesy calls, communiqué); TAJ’s channels of service (efiling, cashiering, drop box); processing of returns & refunds; processing of tax certificates (GCT, IT,
TCC); access to tax information; dissemination of tax information
Impact of Compliance Mechanisms – enforced non-filing provisions (penalties, court actions), filing
compliance efforts (TP Service, CRMs, CCC, FDMU, DMU)

Filing




Taxpayer’s Attitude & Behaviour –taxpayer’s willingness to pay the taxes due on time; ability to
pay; business capabilities; knowledge of tax policy, laws & regulations; operating environment; tax
avoidance/evasion activities



Impact of TAJ’s Services –ease of doing business as it relates to regulations & compliance cost;
TAJ’s standard of service (DMU, CCC; TAJ’s channels of service (e-filing, cashiering, drop box, direct
banking); processing of tax certificates (GCT, IT, TCC); access to tax information; dissemination of
tax information



Impact of Compliance/enforcement Mechanisms – enforced non-payment provisions (IPS, court
actions, seizures, prosecution); payment compliance efforts (FDMU, CRMs, TP Service, CCC, DMU,
SET, Legal)



Taxpayer’s Attitude & Behaviour –taxpayer’s willingness to report accurate & complete
information; ability to pay the taxes due; business capabilities; knowledge of tax policy, laws &
regulations; operating environment; tax evasion/avoidance activities



Impact of TAJ’s Services –ease of doing business as it relates to regulations & reporting compliance
cost; TAJ’s standard of service (communiqué, auditing, objection; processing of certificates (GCT, IT,
TCC); access to tax information; dissemination of tax information



Impact of Compliance/enforcement Mechanisms – enforced non-filing provisions (penalties, court
actions, seizures, prosecution); reporting compliance efforts (FDMU, Auditing, Intelligence,
Investigations)

Payment

Correct
Reporting
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Appendix 4 Suggested ongoing compliance activities
On-going compliance management actions remain unchanged, with specific aspects focus ed on
during each Financial Year are as follows:
1. Reduce community tolerance of the shadow (underground) economy
(a) Raise community understanding of the role taxes play in achieving social equity objectives and
providing essential public services and infrastructure
(b) Promote tax education as a part of the general school-based education programme
(c) Raise awareness of the dangers of dealing with shadow economy operators
(d) Engage the community in identifying and rejecting shadow economy operators
(e) Inform the community of the tax agency’s increasing capability to detect and deal with shadow
economy activities
2. Provide targeted assistance
(a) Provide high quality taxpayer enquiry services
(b) Conduct free seminars in conjunction with other key government agencies to help small businesses
understand their obligations and entitlements
(c) Use outbound calls to check if the small business operators are experiencing any problems and to
offer help and advice
(d) Conduct optional free advisory visits at the taxpayer’s premises to resolve any problems that may
have emerged
(e) Conduct targeted advisory visits (non-optimal) to the premises of small businesses which are
considered high risk and have not requested an advisory visit
(f) Use simple information products that explain key obligations and inform taxpayers of how they
can seek help from the tax office
(g) Provision of on-line self-help tools e.g. on-line calculators and decision support systems
(h) Provision of One-Stop-Shop
(i) Proactive reminders of approaching obligations (e.g. letters, emails, text messages & telephone
calls) timed to promote on-time compliance with key filing, reporting and payment obligations
(j) Manage genuine new business discrete group –pay particular attention to businesses that become
an employer for the first time
3. Encourage self-regulation
(a) Introduce a range of incentives that recognize and reward good compliance behaviour. Incentives
include:
i) Remission guidelines for penalties and interest that recognize a good compliance record
ii) On-line self-help tools to promote accurate reporting of complex obligations e.g. a decision
support system for determining the employment status of workers (i.e. are they employees or
contractors?)
(b) Liaison with key intermediaries and other external stakeholders in the tax system including tax
agents and other tax practitioners
(c) Provide training/guidance for tax agents and other practitioners to play a role in ensuring the
integrity of the tax system
(d) With the establishing of legislative authority for access to information, set up effective liaison
arrangements to ensure that banks and other financial institutions understand and meet their
obligations to support collection enforcement policies (garnishee notices, withholding
arrangements, reporting of financial transactions etc.)
(e) Form cooperative ‘partnership’ arrangements with key industry and business associations
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(f) Develop industry benchmarks for high risk industries in which ‘business-to-consumer’ transactions
represent a major proportion of total business income
(g) Develop close liaison with business service provider such as manufacturers of accounting software
packages and payroll service providers
4. Demonstrate a highly visible and credible detection and enforcement capability
a) Complement the education, assistance and encouragement activities with a highly visible and
credible program to detect and deal with non-compliance
i)
Development of effective intelligence gathering
ii)
Development of risk identification and analysis
iii) Development of case selection capabilities
iv) Development of skilled compliance workforce
b) The enforcement program aims to:
i)
Identify people operating outside the system
 Conduct regular unannounced visits to business place
 Match taxpayer register against 3rd party databases for trade and professional
association
 Test the validity of tax invoices to ensure supplier is registered
 Introduce reporting arrangements for business-to-business transactions
ii)
Monitor compliance by new registrations
 Develop a registrations risk engine capable of matching data
 Closely monitor the compliance of suspect registrations
 Telephone all genuine first-time business operators to determine through interview
their understanding of their obligations and entitlements
 Conduct follow-up on-site advisory visits to those first-time businesses which fail to
demonstrate a reasonable grasp of their obligations
 Contact by telephone, or make on-site visits to, selected new businesses that fail to
meet their filing and/or payment obligations
iii) Improve record keeping practices
 Though “new business kits” advise taxpayers of requirement to keep records sufficient
to verify all income and expenses
iv) Identify businesses regularly declaring losses or unrealistically low income
 Select the high risk cases for audit verification
 Issue customised letters to the medium risk cases explaining how the suspected tax
gap has been identified, and direct the taxpayer to review its transactions and either
file an amended return or explain the gap
 Issue warning letters to the low risk cases explaining why they have been contacted
and warning that they may be subject to audit if future returns fail to reflect realistic
income levels
v)
Focus on high risk industries and activities
vi) Introduce tailored reporting arrangements for trades or industries in which tax avoidance
practices are endemic
vii) Detect instances of ‘conspicuous consumption’
viii) Detect cases where taxpayers have illegally claimed government benefits by hiding their real
income
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Appendix 5



NO

Other Performance Indicators (OPIs)

Performance Indicators are divided into Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and Other Performance
Indicators (OPIs). See pages 27-28 for a list of KPIs.
Performance indicators, where appropriate, will be reported on by tax type (i.e. CIT, GCT, SCT,
PAYE, Property Tax, MBT, Local Stamp Duty etc.) and taxpayer size (i.e. LTO and “rest”) for
both actual and projected.

OTHER PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

PURPOS E OF OTHER PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Register

Are Enough Businesses Registered?

Number of registered taxpayers

Shows the effectiveness of strategies to increase registration

Filing

Are Taxpayer Filing Practices Improving?

OPI 2

Number cy returns filed and when filed

Shows the increase in overall filing numbers and ontime filing

OPI 3

Number of taxpayers registered for e-filing

Shows the increase in overall e-filing numbers

OPI 4

% returns still not filed > 6 months late

Reduction in number of long term late/non-filers shows the effectiveness of
compliance strategies

OPI 5

Number of Best Judgment assessments issued
due to non-filing

A decrease in BJ assessments is exp ected to lead to a reduction in future
objections and is an indicator of the effectiveness of other compliance strategies

Payment - Current Year

Are Taxpayer Current Year Payment Practices Improving?

OPI 6

$ value cy CIT income estimates not filed > 6
months late

Reduction in $ value of long term late/non-filers of income estimates shows the
effectiveness of compliance strategies

OPI 7

Number of taxpayers e-paying

Shows the increase in overall e-payment numbers

Payment - Arrears

Are Taxpayer Prior Year Payment Rates Improving?

OPI 8

No. of arrears cases on hand by length of time
(<3mths, 3-6mths and >6mths)

Comparing start and end on hand numbers indicates the success of strategies to
reduce arrears

OPI 9

$ value of arrears collected by length of time
(<3 mths, 3-6mths and >6mths)

Comparing start and end $ collection figures indicates the success of strategies
to reduce arrears

OPI 10

No. of new arrears cases received
Correct Returns (Includes Audit)

A decrease in new arrears cases indicates the effectiveness of cy payment
compliance strategies
Are Taxpayer's Lodging Correct Returns?

OPI 11

$ value of Gross Audit Yield by tax type and
audit type

Comparing the $ amount of Gross Audit Yield over time is an indicator of the
effectiveness of compliance strategies

OPI 12

$ value of Net Audit Yield by tax type and audit
type

Comparing the $ amount of Net Audit Yield over time is an indicator of the
effectiveness of compliance strategies

OPI 13

Number of Best Judgment assessments issued
due to audit

A decrease in BJ assessments is expected to lead to a reduction in future
objections and is an indicator of the effectiveness of compliance strategies

OPI 1
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NO

OTHER PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

PURPOS E OF OTHER PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Objections

Are TAJ Compliance S trategies Effective In Reducing Objections?

OPI 14

Number of objections lodged

A decrease indicates the success of strategies to reduce objections on hand

OPI 15

Number of objections finalised

An increase indicates the success of strategies to reduce objections on hand

OPI 16

% of objections due to Best Judgment
assessment

A decrease in BJ assessments is expected to lead to a reduction in future
objections and is an indicator of the effectiveness of compliance strategies

Withholding Reporting

Are TAJ Withholding Compliance S trategies Effective?

OPI 17

% Withholding Reporting ontime

An increase is a key indicator of the efficiency of the information matching
program

OPI 18

% PAYE S02 Forms filed ontime

An increase is an indicator of PAYE employer compliance

OPI 19

$ amount of GCT Withholding by Govt Entities
as % of Net GCT Revenue

Increase in GCT withholding by Govt Entities is an indicator of the
effectiveness of the new withholding regime

Legal Action

Is The Level Of Legal Action To Enforce Compliance Adequate?

Summons issued for non-filing;
Summons, Garnishee Orders, Liens, Warrants
and Bankruptcy Notices issued for nonpayment; and
Other legal action taken as required

Indicates extent of legal action initiated to enforce taxation administration rules

Information Matching

Is TAJ's Information Matching Capability Improving Compliance?

OPI 21

Number of data sources from which electronic
information was obtained

Indicates the extent to which new information matching data sources are being
accessed

OPI 22

Number of potential non-compliance cases
identified

Indicates the success of the information matching program to identify potential
non compliance

Taxpayer Education And Assistance

Are TAJ Education And Assistance S trategies Effective In Improving
Compliance?
The extent of community focussed outreach initiatives is an indicator of the
effectiveness of compliance strategies

OPI 20

OPI 23

Number of taxpayer seminars and workshops
conducted

OPI 24

Number of surveys and studies conducted

Surveys and time-and-motion studies are indicators of the success of strategies
to enhance service delivery and improve compliance

Other

Effectiveness Of Other Measures

OPI 25

GCT tax compliance gap

A decrease is an indicator of the effectiveness of the tax administration system

OPI 26

Cost of Collection as % of Net Tax Revenue

A decrease in cost of collection ratio is an indicator of TAJ's efficiency

OPI 27

Average time taken to issue a GCT refund

A decrease in average time is an indicator of refund efficiency

OPI 28

Revenue package achieved

Performance of tax types under revenue measures (additional $10.348b
collected)
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APPENDICES
Appendix 6 Comparative Revenue Collections and Projections
Details of Revenue FY14/15 and Projections FY15/16 (in millions of J$)

FY14/15
Projections

Total Revenue
Income and Profits
Bauxite
Other Companies
PAYE
Tax on Dividend
Other Individuals
Tax on Interest
Production and Consumption
Minimum Business Tax
Special Consumption Tax
Environmental Levy
Motor Vehicle and Licences
Other Licences
Betting, Gaming and Lottery
Accommodation Tax
Education Tax
Telephone and Telex
Contractors Levy
General Consumption Tax
Stamp Duty and Transfer Tax

FY14/15
Actual

% of
Proj

253,472
123,447
44,565
64,112
1,850
4,667
8,254
130,025
1,200
12,805

241,161
120,854
35,903
67,818
1,537
4,245
11,350
120,307
664
10,072

81%
106%
83%
91%
138%
93%
55%
79%

2,632
395
3,691
1,773
18,700
7,058
1,087
70,964
9,720

2,663
275
2,656
1,999
19,624
6,688
1,014
63,994
10,658

101%
70%
72%
113%
105%
95%
93%
90%
110%
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95%
98%

FY15/16
Projections

263,286.6
129,866.7
42,656.7
71,333.2
1,802.2
5,238.9
8,835.7
133,420
832.6
13,253.4
590.0
2,724.0
366.7
3,163.7
2,241.2
21,100.4
7,430.0
1,044.3
70,551.3
10,122.3

% change
Proj over
Actual
FY14/15
9.2%
7.5%
18.8%
5.2%
17.3%
23.4%
-22.2%
10.9%
25.4%
31.6%
2.3%
33.3%
19.1%
12.1%
7.5%
11.1%
3.0%
10.2%
-5.0%

